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Disclaimer
This book is not intended for the treatment or prevention of disease, nor as a substitute for medical treatment,
nor as an alternative to medical advice. It is presented for information purposes only. Recommendations
outlined herein should not be adopted without a full review of the evidence provided and consultation with a
physician. Use of the guidelines herein is at the sole choice and risk of the reader. The author and publisher
shall remain free of any fault, liability or responsibility for any loss or harm, whether real or perceived,
resulting from the use of information in this book.

BEFORE WE START, DOWNLOAD THESE 3 FREEBIES TO HELP MAKE YOUR THT JOURNEY EASY!
Download Your FREE Calorie & Protein Requirement Calculator Here
Download Your FREE Rep Range Calculator Here
Download Your FREE Workout Logs Here

P.S. People are forever asking me what supplements I recommend, so I’ll just clear that up before we
start. Please understand that most supplements are expensive rubbish. The supplements below are the
only ones I recommend and the only ones you’ll find in my kitchen! These are the links for north
American readers…

•

Low-Carb Whey Protein Isolate or Optimum Nutrition Whey Protein

•

Creapure Creatine Monohydrate

•

L-Glutamine

If you’re in the UK or ANYWHERE in Europe, I HIGHLY recommend MyProtein. This is where I
personally get my supplements too. Here are the links for specific supplements:

•

Whey Protein Isolate

•

Whey Protein Concentrate

•

Creatine Monohydrate

•

L-Glutamine

•

AAKG (for making my dirt-cheap pre-workout No-X knock-off)

•

Caffeine
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(This is Josh Smith from Tahlequah, Oklahoma. This is his Facebook profile, and this is his full
MuscleHack testimonial article)
WARNING! Do NOT pass the info in this book up! If you had paid $50 for this product, you’d read it
avidly. Just because it’s free doesn’t mean that you should take it lightly. I’ll say this without ANY
hesitation whatsoever: I’m confident that you’re about to experience the BEST muscle gains you’ve
ever had in your life!
This isn’t some ‘teaser’ product like those other internet bodybuilding “gurus” give you. Honestly, I
don’t know some of those guys sleep at night. THT is a real, complete program that promises REAL
results - and delivers!
This is your shot my friend, don’t screw it up! Make up your mind that THIS IS IT!
PLEASE NOTE: MuscleHack is not a large company. I’m just ONE guy doing this myself. I try to help
and I DON’T scam people. This is an ethical, honest business.
Needless to say I’d appreciate any help and support you can give me by promoting/liking my articles
on social media sites such as Facebook &Twitter. Word of mouth promotion, buying my premium
books, and making donations are also VERY much appreciated.

Mark McManus
Certified Fitness Instructor
Creator of ‘Targeted Hypertrophy Training‘
Author of ‘Total Six Pack Abs‘
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T.H.T. In A Nutshell
If the specific purpose of your training is to make your muscles LARGER, you’ve come to the right
place! T.H.T. is short for Targeted Hypertrophy Training. Hypertrophy meaning “muscle growth”.
T.H.T. is designed specifically to FORCE your muscles to get BIGGER; it’s that simple. I’m aware that
there are other programs out there that claim to produce maximal hypertrophy, but this just isn’t the
case for the most part – you’ll understand why by the time you finish reading this short book.
If you choose to ignore the logic, science, and non-contradictory message of this book, you could
literally waste YEARS of effort trying to build muscle with inferior, nonsensical systems. You made a
good move in downloading this book; don’t throw it away!
It’s like this: Your muscles are comprised of individual muscle fibers. Making those individual fibers
thicker is what muscle growth is. Any effective bodybuilding system MUST be designed in such a way
that forces your body to increase the diameter of those fibers.
This is EXACTLY what T.H.T. does, and it does it phenomenally well! Yes, you’ll see a visible difference
in muscle size in a matter of weeks with THT! Sound good? Read on...
T.H.T. has been so successful that I have had hundreds of success stories land in my inbox from all
around the world. A small selection of these testimonials (with pics) can be seen here at the
MuscleHack website.
Here’s my promise to you: ALL testimonials are 100% genuine! These people are real people just like
you. They email me or leave a message on my Facebook page of their own accord. MuscleHack is NOT
about scamming people. I’ll stake my reputation on it!
Now, what we’re going to do first is cover the 3 fundamentals of bodybuilding science. Understanding
these factors alone will put you light-years ahead of a lot of lifters following illogical, ineffective plans.
What are the 3 fundamentals?
INTENSITY – how physically taxing an exercise is
VOLUME – the amount of exercise you should perform
FREQUENCY – how often you should train
Let’s really get into this and discover how to bend your body to your will!

You wanted more muscle? Now you’re going to find out how to get it!
Let’s start at the top – INTENSITY
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Fundamental 1 - Intensity
The most important statement to be made regarding intensity is this: You should ALWAYS train to
muscular failure! Why? Because muscle growth literally has to be FORCED!
There is a point in a set where the body's ‘Growth Mechanism’ is activated; stop before this point and
NO muscular growth is stimulated. You can liken this to a switch that’s flipped when you cross a
certain threshold of pressure. This point is also sometimes called 'Overload'.

The necessary stimulation to force adaptation (growth) occurs in the last rep(s) of a set.
In order to force the body into making your muscle fibers thicker, you need to give it a damn good
reason! Training WITHIN your existing strength levels does NOTHING to achieve this.
Let’s put it simply: If you know you can get a maximum of 12 reps on a given set and you stop at 11 or
lower, you did little or NOTHING to stimulate a size and strength increase because you merely trained
WITHIN your existing strength level.
It is pushing to that 100% level that forces the body to say, “Hey, I need to make these muscles bigger
and stronger so that if he/she does this again, it won’t be such a strain”.
You must drill the following into your mind once and for all: muscle growth is a DEFENSE
MECHANISM. The training you perform must be perceived as a THREAT by the body so that it not just
compensates for what you did, but OVERcompensates and builds more muscle as a defensive barrier.
The following diagram illustrates this well.

Stopping a few reps before failure is training WITHIN the blue circle above. It is only by hitting the
outer edge that your set was of sufficient INTENSITY to force the body to adapt and grow bigger.
In order to grow bigger and stronger, you need that blue circle to continually expand larger and
larger. This means training to 100% intensity i.e. muscular failure.
Page | 6
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What do I mean by “failure”?
That point in a set where you cannot possibly complete another
positive repetition unassisted

Any program (and there are a lot of them) that has you stopping
before failure is inefficient for stimulating muscle growth.
Furthermore, any program that has you lifting the same weight in
every set (like 5x5 programs and so on) is also NOT going to
produce growth at anywhere near maximal levels.
Why not? Because if you do 5 sets, and only the last set forced
muscular failure, you really just performed 4 warm-up sets and 1
set that contributed some growth stimulation.
People will often report AMAZING strength increases on such
programs. Here’s the point: you can only say you’ve had a
GENUINE strength increase if you can lift the same weight for more
reps to failure than you did in your last workout (or lift a heavier
weight for the same or more reps).
If you pick a weight and perform 5 reps, that 5th rep NOT being the
last rep you could possibly do, you didn’t stimulate growth because
you trained WITHIN your current strength levels.
On your next workout, you may perform this same exercise for 5 reps with a heavier weight and
succeed – a progression, right? Wrong.
There was no progression or strength increase because you COULD have lifted this weight in the first
workout. This can go on for weeks until finally you arrive at a weight that brings you to a point of
failure (or 100% intensity of effort) on that 5 th rep. Congratulations, you’ve just stimulated growth! But
you could have done it weeks ago!
With THT you’ll stimulate growth from day 1, set 1, and in each and EVERY SET you perform!
All THT progressions in strength are REAL, not fake. Heck, I could barbell curl 5lbs today and keep
adding 1 pound every week for 2 years and tell everyone of the BREATH-TAKING progressions I’ve
made. However, after 2 years you’d probably say to me, “Well how come you aren’t any bigger?” And
you’d have a good point! Those types of workouts don’t produce much growth.
All intelligent muscle-building programs take the approach I’m advocating. THT, Max-OT, the various
High Intensity systems from Mike Mentzer, Ellington Darden, and so on, all take this approach.
However, for reasons you’ll discover a little later, THT takes the prize for the best in my opinion.
A Word on 'Total Volume'
Another groundless argument against going to failure is that “Total Volume” is more important. This
means that the total amount of reps and sets performed is more important than the intensity of effort
employed.
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Let’s say I can do 10 reps to failure on a bench press. If I was a believer in Total Volume, I could stop at
rep 8 knowing that I’ll perform 8 reps after a minute’s rest or so. If I do this 10 times, that’s 80 total
reps at whatever weight I was using.
Contrast this to the guy that goes to failure. Let’s say he is a THT guy. He does 6 sets and fails on the
10th rep every time. That’s 60 reps at whatever weight was employed.
The T.V. guy points to his 20 extra reps as proof of a superior workout. The THT guy points to the
higher intensity of effort as proof of a superior workout. Let’s consider what the T.V. guy is implying
here...
If he voluntarily stops at rep 8, he must believe that the first 2 reps of his next set are equal in
stimulating growth as the last 2 reps of the previous set which he DIDN’T perform (rep 9 + 10).
Basically he asserts that WHEN a rep is performed doesn’t matter; it’s simply the QUANTITY that
matters.
Is this the case? No. As the set progresses from rep 1 to 10, more and more muscle fibers are
recruited. Only when the intensity is perceived as a high enough THREAT will all muscle fibers be
brought into play. Furthermore, this is when we can be sure that our fast-twitch/bodybuilding fibers
are being recruited and overloaded.
So the first rep of a set is NOT equal to the last rep in terms of growth stimulation. You just CAN’T
make up for a lack of intensity with extra volume.
But Doesn’t Failure “Fry your CNS”?
Don’t you just love it when a phrase is parroted around by people who don’t even know what it
means? People that don’t like/want to train to failure pick this phrase up somewhere on their journey
and regurgitate when it’s needed to defend their position.
While there is a lot that can be said on this issue, I can summarize it by simply saying that it’s rubbish.
You can experience this type of burnout by OVERTRAINING, but taking a set to failure doesn’t “fry
your central nervous system”. THT is a fairly low-volume, high intensity approach that works! You will
not overtrain with THT.
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Fundamental 2 - Volume
So we’ve already established that a High Intensity stress is necessary for stimulating growth. But just
how MUCH work should we do i.e. how many sets? This is the issue of volume.
The “more is better” mentality would suggest that the more work you do, the more muscle you’ll
build. This is erroneous and actually counterproductive to muscle growth.
It has been established that growth can be stimulated from just 1 set, if that set is brought to the
point of muscular failure.
These studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] concluded that 1 set was just as effective as multiple sets in increasing
muscular strength and size.
Additionally, the originator of the high intensity/low volume approach, the late Arthur Jones, had his
evidence and research reviewed by Physiologists Stewart Bruce-Low and D. Smith [6]. They said the
following:

“Jones advocated that those interested in improving their muscular size, strength, power and/or
endurance should perform one set of each exercise to muscular failure (volitional fatigue)… Jones’
training advice is strongly supported by the peer-reviewed scientific literature, a statement that has
recently been supported by a review of American College of Sports Medicine resistance training
guidelines. Therefore, we strongly recommend Jones’ methods to athletes and coaches, as they are
time-efficient and optimally efficacious”
Having said this, it is my position that MORE growth stimulation will be imparted to the muscles with
additional high-intensity sets.
Consider this meta-analysis [7]. It concluded that multiple sets will produce more growth. Specifically,
4-6 sets can result in a 40% greater hypertrophy.
However, and this is of critical importance: there is an absolute LIMIT to the amount of growth that
can be stimulated in any one workout! The THT volume cycle involves an average of 8 sets to failure
for each body part.
Any further sets will simply mean a longer recovery period is required and muscle growth is actually
DELAYED, not accelerated! This is called OVERTRAINING, and many thousands of natural bodybuilders
are guilty of overtraining in an effort to accelerate results.
So which approach works best? 1 set to failure, or multiple sets to failure? In my opinion, both systems
work if implemented correctly. The low-volume High Intensity Training style DOES work. But so does a
higher volume, lower frequency approach e.g. a typical 5-day split.
Which one you will you be doing in THT? Both. This is the basis of our 2 different THT training CYCLES.
THT produces MAXIMUM muscle growth with precise, efficient, effective workouts, while ensuring that
you neither over-train nor under-train.
To see how this will actually play out in your workouts, let’s have a look at the third fundamental:
Frequency of training.
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Fundamental 3 – Frequency
So we’ve got 2 choices here:
(1) Stimulate growth in each body part with just 1 set to failure, and hit that body part
multiple times per week in a full-body routine, and...
(2) Stimulate more growth in each body part with multiple sets but only hit each body part
once a week in a 5-day split
Why is this the case? Why can’t I perform multiple sets per body part and STILL hit that body part 3
times a week? Because the more VOLUME you employ i.e. the more sets you do, the longer your body
needs to recover and grow.
Train that body part again before it has had a chance to make this adaptation and you will NOT grow.
You are OVERTRAINING and actually working against yourself!
I created a concept known as the PEAK OVERCOMPENSATION POINT to illustrate this (POP for short).
Overcompensation in this context simply means growth; the body putting back more muscle than was
there before the workout. And remember that you don’t overcompensate (grow) until you’ve finished
RECOVERING!
Too many sets will virtually guarantee that you won’t even be recovered let alone have grown before
you hit that body part again. RESULT: Overtraining and a lack of progress.
Here’s a diagram to help illustrate the point:
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If you workout at point 1 above, you need to wait until point 2 for maximal growth. Your body will dip
into recovery before the process of compensating begins. From this we can define POP as:
POP is the period of time it takes for your workout to produce MAXIMAL GROWTH and BEFORE the
muscle starts to ATROPHY (get smaller) again.

PICKING A SCAB – Ever fall and rip some skin off your knee when you were a kid? Immediately after
the event the body went to work and started the recovery process. You formed a scab.
What did your mother tell you? “Don’t pick that scab or it won’t heal!” This is a great analogy for
muscle growth. A workout only STIMULATES growth, it does not PRODUCE it.
The body produces the growth all by itself in the inter-training periods; you just have to leave it alone
and REST.
So how do you know for sure if you’ve overcompensated?
Because the size of a muscle is proportional to its strength, if you’re stronger on your next workout,
you’ve overcompensated. So if you complete more reps on the same exercise during the next
workout, you can be confident that you’ve overcompensated.
(note: there is some good research indicating that supplementing with creatine can optimize the
recovery process. UK/Europe link)

In a Fitness Instructor’s manual I have I found the following interesting notes on adaptation:

“Sufficient rest or recovery between stresses, or training sessions, must be allowed for adaptation to
occur. Adaptation will only occur during the inter-training recovery periods.”
And...
Any adaptation can return to a genetically determined, pre-training state if the stress is not
maintained or developed properly.

It's clear that in order to maximize muscle growth we must find this inter-training sweet-spot where
MAXIMUM GROWTH has been produced, and BEFORE ATROPHY starts to set in. This point in time is
what I’m calling POP.

What does it all mean for your THT workouts?
There are 2 cycles of THT that you will rotate in version 5.0:
A 5-day split routine where you will hit each body part once a week with multiple sets Monday to
Friday
A 3-day full-body routine where you work your whole body 3 times a week on non-consecutive
days.
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One or two sets to failure does stimulate growth, but we know that training in such a fashion allows
the average person to be recovered and overcompensated in 36-48 hours. Therefore a 3-day a week
routine works well.
Stimulating more growth means a longer lay-off between training stresses to allow for full recovery. A
5-day split is a time-tested winner for maximum growth when hitting a body part with multiple sets to
failure.
This means that you will train for 10 weeks with a 5-day split workout (called the Volume cycle)
working 1-2 body parts per session Monday to Friday. You will then take a week off for additional

systemic recovery.
You will then start another 10-week training cycle performing a 3-day a week full body routine
(called the HIT cycle). Take a week off then go back to the 5-day cycle.
Simple. It also ensures that you don’t reach plateaus and you won’t get bored!

Adam Weichel has succeeded tremendously with T.H.T. despite having a typical
hardgainer/ectomorphic body type. Adam continues to get stronger and pack on muscle week on
week. This is Adam’s Facebook profile. He also blogs on his training experiences here.
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Micro, Meso, And Macrocycles – Keep Growing For Years!
This is the part of the program that ensures that you will KEEP growing for years and years to come!
A quick definition before we proceed:
Microcycle – A full week of training
Mesocycle – A full training cycle lasting 10 weeks (10 microcycles). You’ll take a week off after one
full Mesocycle
Macrocycle – A period of 2 x Mesocycles i.e. 2 x 10-week cycles.
So every week of THT training is a Microcycle. Each and every Microcycle should bring progressions
i.e. an increase in weight and/or reps in each of the exercises you perform.
After 10 microcycles, put the weights down and rest for a week. Then go on to the next THT cycle. At
this point you can substitute some exercises for others that work the same body part. Use the THT
Exercise Bank to help you choose good replacements.
For example, if you were doing the THT Volume routine, you come back with the HIT routine. After
another 10 weeks take a week off and do THT Volume again, but this time it’s different. You’ve just
performed 2 x Mesocycles of THT, which is known as a Macrocycle.
Here’s the important point: After a full Macrocycle has passed, you will change to a different THT rep
range. You will then begin a new Macrocycle and perform both the Volume and HIT cycles in that new
rep range.
Here are the THT rep ranges:
8-12 reps
7-10 reps
6-8 reps
All these rep ranges are ANABOLIC i.e. they promote muscle growth (refer to the section called The
Anabolic Window for more).
You also know by now that these rep ranges mean that the weight you lift in each and every set
should be heavy enough to FORCE positive failure somewhere between the given reps. Obviously
you’ll lift a heavier weight in lower rep ranges.
To help you select the correct weight for each rep range, I’m giving you a free program that will advise
you what weight you should be using. Simply input the weight and reps completed for each exercise
and the calculator will tell you what weight you should use for all of the THT rep ranges. Download it
here. Web version here.
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The above diagram shows how to keep progressing for years to come on THT.
IMPORTANT! You must be aware of the following point.
There are exceptions to all of the rep ranges in each cycle. For example, if you’re currently on THT
Volume in the 7-10 rep range, you’ll notice that shrugs are still to be performed in the 12-15 rep
range.
Another example is when doing THT Volume in the 6-8 rep range. You’ll see that you are still advised
to do your wrist curls within the 8-12 rep range.
Don’t worry about this. It’s all clearly marked in the workout logs.
Basically, all exercises that involve a very small range of motion are best worked in a slightly higher
rep range. Shrugs and wrist curls are good examples of this.
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THT Volume Cycle

I refer to this workout cycle as the “Volume” cycle simply because you’ll be performing a higher
volume/amount of work per body part. And you will train to failure in each and every set.
The volume cycle is a 5-day split - you'll hit each body part once per week.
NOTE: For you guys who cannot train 5 days per week, I have taken care of you too with a 3-day THT

Volume routine. You can get it at the MuscleHack website here.
But please bear in mind that it’s not possible to completely isolate a muscle e.g. performing a bench
press will stimulate the shoulders to a lesser degree, and hitting your triceps will always involve some
lat stimulation.
It is therefore NOT true that you ‘only hit each muscle once a week’ with this sort of training program.
You give each muscle 1 day of PRIMARY focus and stimulation, and on other days they receive some
SECONDARY stimulation also. This, I believe, is optimal for growth and strikes a perfect balance
between under and over-training.
In contrast, when training each body part directly more than once per week, it is necessary to reduce
the volume of sets; we do this in the THT HIT cycle (we’ll get into that later).
THT has been designed to provide maximum muscle growth while at the same time keeping workout
times to a minimum.
Your longest workout here is going to come in at around 60 minutes. The shortest around 35 minutes.
Why?
Because natural bodybuilders must avoid over-training at all costs to limit catabolism and maximize
the amount of time the body is in an ANABOLIC environment.
You must provide maximum muscle stimulation in the minimum time possible; that’s exactly
what THT does! Rip up those muscles quickly, then get the hell outta there and relax.
Since workouts are kept short you MUST…
MAKE EVERY REP COUNT! | MAKE EVERY SET COUNT!
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Rules For The THT Volume Cycles
Train to positive FAILURE on each and every set
Pick a weight that forces you to reach failure within your chosen rep range in EVERY single set
i.e. train within the Anabolic Window. For newcomers to THT, that will be between 8 and 12
reps
You’ll almost always have to lower the weight on successive sets of the same exercise. So if
you got 9 reps @ 65lbs on your first set of preacher curls, you’ll use 55-60 lbs for your second
set to ensure that you reach failure between the 8 th & 12th rep again.
Cadence is as follows: Raise for 1-2 seconds and lower for 2 seconds. There’s no need to
actually count this, just generally follow the pattern.
Allow some CONTROLLED loose form to kick in at the end of a set where practical and safe to
do so e.g. barbell curls is a good choice, deadlifts is VERY BAD one – strict form always with
deadlifts.
Take the amount of rest between sets displayed in the relevant column in the workout logs.
Keep this consistent throughout the cycle. Taking the same amount of rest will allow you to
assess your progress accurately.
Download Your Workout Logs Here! (all exercises listed are clickable and will take you a tutorial on
how best to perform that exercise)

NOTE: All logs are contained in this 1 file. Look to the bottom of your screen; you will see tabs labeled
Monday through Friday. Click each tab for the relevant workout.

Muscle Hacker James Cundill from Hull in the UK. James
packed on the muscle with THT and later moved on to Total Six
Pack Abs to shave off all his unwanted fat.
This is his Facebook profile. This is his full testimonial article.
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THT Volume Cycle
Here are the weekly workouts for the Volume Cycle:
Monday – Shoulders & Traps
Tuesday – Legs
Wednesday – Triceps, Biceps, &Forearms
Thursday – Back
Friday – Chest & Abs
Stick to the above schedule as planned. Why?
It’s best to keep 48 hours between hitting your shoulders, chest, and triceps. Working one of these
muscle groups involves one or both of the other. Therefore for optimal recovery and growth it is only
prudent to keep a 48 hour buffer between them.
We also want to keep 48 hours between legs and back workouts since you can’t squat without
involving the back, and you can’t deadlift without involving the legs.
Most (if not all?) trainers have missed this in my opinion. Just another reason why THT is quite
possibly the most effective workout for increasing muscular size on the planet. And why
MuscleHackers just keep on getting stronger and stronger and bigger and bigger, while others
stagnate.
Now let’s have a look at the workouts in more detail…
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Monday – Shoulders & Traps
SHOULDERS & TRAPS

Week 1
Rest After
Set
Rep Range Weight

Set Shoulders

1st Overhead Barbell Press

3

8 to 12

2nd Overhead Barbell Press

3

8 to 12

3rd Overhead Barbell Press

3

8 to 12

4th Overhead Barbell Press

3

8 to 12

Overhead Dumbbell Press

2

8 to 12

6th Overhead Dumbbell Press

2

8 to 12

7th Dumbbell Lateral Raises

2

8 to 12

8th Dumbbell Lateral Raises

2

8 to 12

9th Dumbbell Front Raises

2

8 to 12

th

5

10th Dumbbell Front Raises

4
8 to 12
Rest After
Rep Range Weight
Set

Set Traps

1st Trap Bar Shrugs (or dumbbell shrugs)

2

12 to 15

2nd Trap Bar Shrugs (or dumbbell shrugs)

2

12 to 15

3rd Trap Bar Shrugs (or dumbbell shrugs)

2

12 to 15

4th Trap Bar Shrugs (or dumbbell shrugs)

2

12 to 15

Reps

Reps

14 sets in total today. 10 for the shoulders and we finish with 4 for the traps.
4 sets of Overhead Barbell Presses with 3 minutes rest between sets to allow to maximum force
generation on each of these sets. It will prove very beneficial to perform your overhead presses while
seated at smith machine (or use a shoulder press machine). This is because you can generate more
power when stabilization is taken out of the equation [8] [9]. So for these early sets, a machine works
best. We'll use free weights later in the workout to involve those stabilizer muscles.
After your 4th set take 3 minutes rest and perform 2 sets of Overhead Dumbbell Presses.
This is followed up by 2 sets of Dumbbell Lateral Raises to focus a little more on the side/lateral head
of the shoulders. We then finish the shoulders by hitting the front/anterior head of the shoulders with
2 sets of Dumbbell Front Raises.
After 4 minutes rest we blast our traps with 4 sets of Shrugs. Feel free to do Dumbbell Shrugs instead
of using an actual trap bar if you haven't got access to one.
NOTE: Both the rear/back delts and the traps get a lot of work on any rowing movement and during
deadlifts. It is therefore very easy to overtrain these body parts and end up getting nowhere. You will
notice no specific rear delt movements in THT, and quite a low volume of trap work. This is as it
should be for optimal progress.

Overhead Barbell Press | Overhead Dumbbell Press | Dumbbell Lateral Raises | Dumbbell
Front Raises | Shrugs
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Tuesday – Legs
LEGS

Week 1
Rest
Rep
After Set Range Weight Reps

Set

Legs

1st

Squats

3

8 to 12

2nd

Squats

3

8 to 12

3rd

Leg Press

3

8 to 12

4th

Leg Press

3

8 to 12

5th

Stiff Leg Deadlifts

3

6 to 8

6th

Stiff Leg Deadlifts

2

6 to 8

7th

Leg Extensions

2

8 to 12

8th

Leg Curls

3

8 to 12

Set

Calves

9th

Standing Machine Calf Raises

2

8 to 12

10th Standing Machine Calf Raises

2

8 to 12

11th Standing Machine Calf Raises

done!

8 to 12

Rest
Rep
After Set Range Weight

Reps

Start the workout with 2 sets of squats and then move on to leg presses. After 2 sets to failure of
squats, stabilization can become a problem. Taking this factor out of the equation for sets 3 and 4
allows you focus solely on pushing a heavy weight to failure by allowing you to generate MAXIMAL
force output i.e. none of your strength is diverted away to the issue of stabilization. A leg press
machine is perfect for sets 3 and 4. So stick to the exercise order indicated above.
This is followed up by 1 set each of Leg Extensions and Leg Curls. While squats and leg presses are
great exercises and should NEVER to be omitted from a good workout program, don’t skip leg curls
and extensions.
Only these isolation exercises can place maximum resistance
on the quads and hamstrings in their fully contracted position
or peak contraction point (PCP) i.e. that point in the range of
motion where all of the muscle fibers are recruited - legs fully
extended/straightened in this example.
Furthermore, one of the quadricep muscles, the vastus
medialis (see right), will not even come into play until the
legs are almost in their fully extended position and there is
resistance forcing them to start contracting. After your sets of leg extensions and curls, perform 3 sets
of calf raises. The standing calf raise machine is a good choice here.
Squats | Leg Press | Stiff Leg Deadlifts | Leg Extensions | Leg Curls | Calf Raises
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Wednesday – Triceps, Biceps, & Forearms

We'll use 4 different exercises to obliterate our triceps first. Why work the triceps fist? Since the tri's
make up 2/3rds of our arms and our biceps 1/3 rd, it makes sense to hit the larger part first while we are
fresh and have as much of our strength intact.
The order of the exercises listed is also extremely important. I have created this workout with the
exercise where people can typically lift the most first, and end with the movement where least weight
is typically used.
Do 2 sets of Decline Tricep Extensions, followed by 2 sets of Push Downs, followed by 2 sets of Cable
Bent Over Tricep Extensions, and we end with 2 sets of what I call McManus Pushdowns.
Take at least 3 minutes rest before blasting your biceps!
We start with 3 sets of the most effective bicep exercise there is: Cable Preacher Curls. I have come to
this conclusion not just through personal experience but the fact that this exercise is unique in that it
places 100% resistance on the biceps at the point of peak contraction. When performing barbell curls
for example, the resistance has almost completely fallen off by this position and you are simply resting
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the weight on your bones, NOT contracting against it with your
biceps. See this article for a more in-depth look at this.
After 3 minutes rest, perform 2 sets of straight barbell curls,
then 2 sets of EZ or Curl Bar Curls.
We finish our bicep routine with a set of Seated Incline
Dumbbell Curls.
Take 2 minutes rest and hit the brachialis at the side of the arm.
We do this with Pinwheel Curls. This will add extra thickness to
your arms and also correct any imbalance in size between the 2 arms since the brachialis is usually
underdeveloped in the smaller arm.
Now fry your forearms with 2 sets of barbell wrist curls. You're done! And you've just performed the
longest workout of the week! Go slam down a protein shake and rest!

Decline Tricep Extensions | Tricep Push Downs | Cable Bent-Over Tricep Extensions | McManus Push
Down | Cable Preacher Curls | Straight Barbell Curls | EZ Bar Curls | Seated Incline Dumbbell Curls |
Pinwheel Curls | Barbell Wrist Curls
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Thursday – Back

BACK

Week 1
Rest
Rep
After Set Range Weight Reps

Set

Back

1st

Deadlift

3

4 to 6

2nd

Deadlift

3

4 to 6

3rd

Deadlift

3

4 to 6

4th

Seated Cable Rows

2

8 to 12

5th

Seated Cable Rows

2

8 to 12

6th

Seated Cable Rows

3

8 to 12

2

8 to 12

done!

8 to 12

7th
8th

Unilateral One-arm Dumbbell
Rows
Unilateral One-arm Dumbbell
Rows

After yesterday's gruelling workout, comes a shorter (but no less intense) back session.
There is absolutely no better back exercise in the world than the Deadlift. You must start your back
workout with this lift because it requires the majority of your strength and energy. Fatiguing your
body with smaller exercises first would lead to a suboptimal workout.
We'll do 3 sets of Deadlifts – all within the 4-6 rep range. Deadlifts are ALWAYS in the 4-6 rep range in
THT. This is heavy work guys so be careful. Be sure to read my tutorial.
This is followed by 3 sets of Seated Cable Rows. If you cannot do Cable Rows, do Bent-Over Barbell
Rows. “Optimized form” really works best for bent over barbell rows. Please see my video here.
We finish with 2 sets of Unilateral Dumbbell Rows, which simply means we work one arm at a time. I
advise you to start with your strongest side first to allow the weaker side a little more time to recover
from the fatigue of previous sets.

Deadlift | Seated Cable Rows | Dumbbell Rows
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Friday – Chest & Abs
CHEST & ABS

Week 1
Rest
Rep
After Set Range Weight Reps

Set

Chest

1st

Flat Barbell Bench Press

2

8 to 12

2nd

Flat Barbell Bench Press

3

8 to 12

3rd

Incline Barbell Bench Press

2

8 to 12

4th

Incline Barbell Bench Press

3

8 to 12

5th

Pec Deck or Cable Crossovers

2

8 to 12

6th

Pec Deck or Cable Crossovers

3

8 to 12

7th

Deep Dips

2

8 to 12

8th

Deep Dips

3

8 to 12

Set

Abs

1st

Kneeling Cable Crunches

2

12 to 15

2nd

Kneeling Cable Crunches

2

12 to 15

3rd

Kneeling Cable Crunches

3

12 to 15

4th

Decline Sit-ups

2

8 to 12

5th

Decline Sit-ups

3

8 to 12

6th

Weighted Reverse Crunches

2

8 to 12

7th

Weighted Reverse Crunches

done!

8 to 12

Rest
Rep
After Set Range Weight

Reps

We start with the fundamentals of a great chest workout: The Bench Press. Perform 2 sets of flat
bench press followed by 2 sets of incline bench press to target the upper chest a little more.
The Pec Deck brings the pecs into their PCP and places great resistance there. Do 2 sets to failure on
the pec deck, or cable crossovers if your gym doesn't have a pec deck. We finish off by putting a little
more emphasis on the lower chest with 2 sets of deep dips.
Building the abdominal muscles requires no special exercises. The ones above are recommended
because they place a lot of resistance on the abs at the Peak Contraction Point. Any exercise that
achieves this is good. Some gyms are equipped with seated crunch machines, which fit the bill very
well. Go ahead and use them if you wish.
7 intense, weighted sets as outlined above will build your abdominal muscles FAR better than doing
1000 crunches every day or other such nonsense. The abdominals are comprised of the same muscle
tissue as the rest of your body and are built in the exact same way.
Never use a stability ball for the abs. They are extremely ineffective for reasons I outline in this article.
Bench Press | Inc. Bench Press | Pec Deck | Deep Dips | Kneeling Crunches | Decline Sit-Ups | Reverse Crunch
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THT – H.I.T. Cycle
I refer to this cycle as the HIT cycle (High Intensity Training) because it’s based on programs by Arthur
Jones, Ellington Darden, and Mike Mentzer who all heavily promoted this type of training.
This is a 3-day-per-week workout routine. You’ll train on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
Here are some notes on this new cycle:

You’ll work your whole body in 1, intense, growth-stimulating workout.
Generally you’ll perform 2 sets to failure per body part
You’ll take about 2-3 minutes rest between sets, which has been shown to be optimal for
lifting performance [10]
The exact exercise order should also be adhered to. Please stick to the workout as outlined.
You’ll do 2 x MASS PHASE workouts. You’ll perform these workouts on a Monday and
Wednesday.
This is followed by 1 x CONSOLIDATION session on Friday (so called because of its similarity
to the late Mike Mentzer’s consolidation routine). Without belaboring the point, this shorter
workout helps with systemic recovery, helps overcome plateaus, and hits small stabilizer
muscles.
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MASS Phase Workout - Monday & Wednesday

Set MASS WORKOUT

Week 1
Monday

1st
2nd

LEGS
Squats *
Squats *

REST AFTER SET REP RANGE Weight
3 mins
8 to 12
3 mins
8 to 12

3rd
4th

CHEST
Bench Press
Bench Press

2 mins
3 mins

8 to 12
8 to 12

5th
6th

CALVES
Calf Raises
Calf Raises

2 mins
2 mins

12 to 15
12 to 15

7th
8th

ABS
Kneeling Cable Crunches
Kneeling Cable Crunches

2 mins
2 mins

12 to 15
12 to 15

2 mins
2 mins

8 to 12
8 to 12

2 mins
4 mins

8 to 12
8 to 12

2 mins
3 mins

8 to 12
8 to 12

2 mins
3 mins

8 to 12
8 to 12

2 mins
2 mins

12 to 15
12 to 15

Done!

8 to 12

SHOULDERS
9th Overhead Press
10th Overhead Press
th

11
12th

LATS
Seated Cable Rows
Seated Cable Rows
BICEPS

13th Cable Preacher Curl
14th Cable Preacher Curl

TRICEPS
15th Cable Bent-Over Triceps Extensions
16th Cable Bent-Over Triceps Extensions

TRAPS
17th Shrugs
18th Shrugs
th

19

WRISTS
DB Wrist Curl

Reps

IMPORTANT: These EXACT exercises have been carefully chosen. Furthermore, the ORDER they are
listed in has been specifically designed to avoid working synergists and fixator muscles prior to the
agonist or prime mover (though it’s not possible to completely eliminate this).
For example, you shouldn’t work your triceps before performing a bench press or even an overhead
press. Furthermore, I have buffered shoulder, chest, and triceps sets with other body parts. This will
allow maximum recuperation between these exercises that tend to conflict with each other, allowing
you to perform at your best in all of these movements. So, although the exercise sequence may seem
a little strange, please, NO TWEAKING!
Roughly speaking, it also works from large to small body parts; this is the best way to train for
strength and size.
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Click on the links below for exercise tutorials...

Squats | Bench Press | Calf Raises | Kneeling Cable Crunches | Overhead Press | Seated Cable Rows
| Cable Preacher Curls | Cable Bent-Over Tricep Extensions | Shrugs | Dumbbell Wrist Curl

“Being 43 years old with 3 kids, this is the first time I’ve had 6 pack abs and it’s AWESOME! I told a couple
of moms about what I’d been doing, and they insisted on seeing the results. They were FLOORED when I
lifted up my shirt and FLEXED MY ABS! Not only did I lose the fat, but I got considerably stronger in my
workouts. I only wish I’d had this information 20 years ago, thanks Mark!!!”
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Consolidation Workout – Friday
Set CONSOLIDATION WORKOUT

Week 1
Friday

BACK (Overall)
1st Deadlifts
2nd Deadlifts

REST AFTER SET REP RANGE Weight
3 mins
4 to 6
3 mins
4 to 6

3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

TRICEPS, SHOULDERS, & CHEST
Deep Dips*
Deep Dips*
Overhead Dumbbell Press
Overhead Dumbbell Press
McManus Pushdown
McManus Pushdown

3 mins
3 mins
3 mins
3 mins
3 mins
3 mins

8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12

9th
10th
11th
12th

BICEPS & LATS
Seated Cable Rows
Barbell Curls
Barbell Curls
Palms-Up Pull Downs

3 mins
3 mins
3 mins
3 mins

8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12

13th
14th
15th
16th

LEGS
Leg Presses
Leg Presses
Leg Extensions
Leg Curls

3 mins
3 mins
3 mins
Done!

8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12
8 to 12

Reps

In contrast to the Mass Phase workouts, Consolidation sessions are shorter, more compound-based,
and work multiple muscles simultaneously much of the time.
Favoring isolation exercises too much brings with it the drawback of ignoring a number of small
muscles that act as stabilizers during compound lifts. Not only do these muscles contribute to FULL
muscular develop, they also help prevent training plateaus. If your stabilizing muscles are underdeveloped, you may plateau on certain lifts where they come into play.
The Body is split into 4 zones for the consolidation workout:
Back (Overall)
Triceps, Shoulders, Chest
Biceps & Lats
Legs
There are 3 minutes rest between each and every set. Once again, the exact exercise order is
important here.
Deadlifts | Deep Dips | Overhead Dumbbell Press | McManus Pushdown | Seated Cable Rows | Barbell
Curls | Close-Grip Pulldowns | Leg Press | Leg Extensions | Leg Curls
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How To Warm-Up For THT Workouts
Your THT workouts MUST be preceded by an adequate warm-up.
Why is it so important? You simply don’t have access to 100% of your strength ability without a
proper warm-up. So we need to get this right.
What are the objectives of a warm up?

•

Raise your body temperature

•

Raise your pulse

•

Mobilise the joints/increase synovial fluid

•

Prevent Injury

•

Acclimate to lifting heavy loads (both physically and mentally)

There are many ways to warm up. Getting the warm-up right depends on the type of training you’re
undertaking.
Just as you must select the correct type of training to suit your goals, you must also select the correct
type of warm up to MAXIMALLY benefit your bodybuilding workout.
Typically, there are 3 components of a warm up:
Pulse Raiser
Joint Mobility
Stretching
However, as Muscle Hackers we can scratch ‘stretching’ off our list. Why?
Stretching a muscle can cause it to temporarily weaken. This is sometimes referred to as “StretchingInduced Force Deficit”.
While athletes with different goals can and SHOULD stretch, we shouldn’t and don’t need to.
If you are stretching before your workouts, you will experience increases in your lifts from your
very NEXT training session by warming up in the manner I’m about to describe and omitting the
stretching component.
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Here’s the point: we can mobilize joints, get our pulse and body temperature up, and acclimate to
heavy weights with just 1 method…
...doing a lighter version of our first working set.
Here’s how to warm-up optimally for a THT workout:
(OPTIONAL) 2-3 minutes of light-moderate aerobic activity e.g. cross trainer. This is your
‘pulse raiser’. I personally don’t bother with this component, but such a low intensity activity
won’t do you any harm either.
WARM-UP SET 1: 10 reps at 50% of your first working set weight. For example, if you are
about to bicep curl 50Kg on your first set, curl 25kg for 10 reps.
Rest for 1 minute.
WARM-UP SET 2: 4-5 reps at about 70-75% of your first working set
Rest a minute.
WARM-UP SET 3: 1 or 2 reps at 90% of your first working set.
Rest a minute.
Now perform your first working set
For heavy lifts like deadlifts, squats, and leg presses, you’ll absolutely NEED to perform all 3 warm-up
sets.
When starting a workout with a smaller body part like biceps, 2 warm-up sets will usually suffice.
Performing warm-up set 1 and 3 as outlined above is fine.
When you’re working more than one body part, you’ll have to warm-up the second muscle group
separately before you hit it. However, for the full-body HIT workout, the initial warm-up sets and
working set of squats is sufficient to get the whole body warmed-up.
Now, when you’re done warming up you possess a short-term quality that you must use immediately
– you are at your STRONGEST!
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Start With The Heaviest Weight First – ReverSE-pyramid training
Does it make sense to start your workout at a light weight and gradually build up to your maximum
lift? It doesn’t. It's actually counter-productive for the following reason…
The only time that you have 100% of your strength intact is at the very start of a workout.
This being true, we can then say that you should begin each workout with the heaviest weight you can
lift (after your warm-up of course). Some people have thought it best to “work up” to their heaviest
lift. But if you do a number sets before this max lift, it WON’T actually be your heaviest lift. Here’s
why…
With each successive set you make further INROADS into your strength. By the time you get to that
last set, the weight you lift won’t be the heaviest weight you can handle in that exercise.
So you’ll be fooled into thinking that this is your top weight when it isn’t - and by quite a large
margin. It should be obvious then that this is an ineffective way to train.
If you are currently building up to your heaviest weight during your workouts, you need to FLIP it on
its head i.e. from pyramid-style training, to a REVERSE-pyramid – THT-style. So how do we train?
You warm up as explained in the previous section
You then hit a particular body part with the heaviest weight you can handle to positive failure (in
the given rep range).
Take a 2-3 minute break, reduce the weight a little, and do the same again.
Each successive set of the same exercise will be a little lighter.
How much lighter? Well it depends on the amount of load used. If you’re bicep curling 20kg, you’ll
only need to drop by 1-2 Kg’s between sets. If you’re benching 100kg, you’ll need to knock off
anywhere from 5 to 10 kgs between sets. Generally speaking, a 5-10% drop usually works great.
So you start with 100% of your strength intact and make progressively bigger inroads into your
strength as the workout progresses.
And this is for good reason. Creating these inroads triggers the body to adapt and bring your strength
not just back to 100%, but >100%. This is OVERcompensating. So by the time you perform this same
workout again, you’ll notice that your max strength has now increased i.e. you’ve gotten stronger and
can handle more weight and/or reps.
Now all you have to do, my friends, is keep doing it! Keep progressing. Adding more weight to the bar
and/or performing more reps in successive workouts is the 1 fundamental that guarantees muscle
growth.

New York Model Johnny Disogra - before pic top left. All pics to the right are his after pics.
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The Key - Progressive Overload
Everything we've discussed in the book so far counts for NOTHING if you get this part wrong.
We already covered the concept of OVERLOAD in the 'Intensity' section. Let’s recap...
There is a point in a set where the body's ‘Growth Mechanism’ is activated; stop before this point and
NO muscular growth is stimulated. You can liken this to a switch that’s flipped when you cross this
threshold of pressure. This point is sometimes called 'Overload'.
So what is PROGRESSIVE overload?
Progressive overload simply means that you can’t keep lifting the same weights for the same number
of reps from workout to workout. In short, you must continually...
...seek to increase the amount of weight and/or reps completed during any given set in each
successive workout.
So if you completed 9 reps of 50lbs to failure on your first set of Cable Preacher Curls, next week you
must aim to reach failure on the 10th rep or higher on the first set.
When you can complete 12 reps at 50lbs, you increase the weight for your next workout. If you can’t
complete at least 8 reps, the weight is too heavy and you should adjust and go lighter (assuming you
are training in the 8-12 rep range).
Please don’t be tempted to increase the weight by too much when you hit 12 reps. This is the downfall
of many a bodybuilder, and the REAL reason behind many plateaus. You should only increase the load
MARGINALLY to ensure ongoing gains. My rule of thumb is basically to increase the load by 5%-10%.
See this article for more.
(When you start THT you’ll need to ‘feel around‘ for the correct weights for each exercise. Don’t worry,
just go to failure and make a note for your next workout.)
Please note that the THT rep-ranges I am about to introduce are not pulled out of thin air, nor are
they based on tradition. Reaching failure in this window ensures that the adaptations you force the
body to make are ANAEROBIC, MUSCLE-BUILDING adaptations.
Read on to discovery more about this principle which I call the Anabolic Window!
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The Anabolic Window And Time Under Load
During your workouts there is a window of opportunity in every set in which to stimulate the body to
build muscle. You simply CANNOT afford to mess this up.
THT specializes in muscle growth. Other sites may focus more on functional strength, bodyweight
training, overall metabolic conditioning, and so on. But THT is unapologetically about enlarging your
muscles, getting lean and looking good!
This being the case, we specifically want our body to make the ANAEROBIC adaptation of increasing
the size of its muscle fibers, in particular, the fast twitch fibers. This is in contrast to say increasing the
number of mitochondria in the slow twitch muscle fibers (the result of cardio/aerobic training).
Obviously then we must train in a way that MAXIMIZES anaerobic adaptations. With me so far? Good.
Marathon-length gym sessions, long intense cardio workouts, light weights, 20 sets-per-body-part
and so on, are all recipes for disaster! Remember, a specific type of stimulus produces a specific type
of adaptation.
Your goal of increasing your muscle mass must be approached intelligently and scientifically,
especially if you weren’t blessed with killer bodybuilding genetics (see here for more on bodybuilding
genetics).
So, what do I mean by “The Anabolic Window”?
What I mean by this is that there is a certain duration that a set should last to ensure that you are
actually stimulating muscle growth. You will sometimes hear this referred to as ‘Time Under Tension’
or ‘Time Under Load’.
The conventional wisdom is basically this…
In order to train for muscular growth, you must keep working sets below 90 seconds at a maximum.
Your last, teeth-grinding, rep should occur before 90 seconds is up.
However, this is an UPPER LIMIT, not a target to reach for.
In THT we understand that muscle growth can be stimulated from sets lasting anywhere from as little
as 20 seconds right up to about a minute long. (90 seconds is a little bit too long in my opinion).
This is the ‘THT Anabolic Window’ and you need to train within this time-frame for maximum muscle
growth. Here’s the deal:
For each and every set you’ll pick a weight that causes you to hit failure anywhere between 20 and 60
seconds.
If you are using a weight that you can contract against for over 60 seconds, it’s just too light and your
aerobic system will be generating a large portion of the energy requirements.
Reaching failure in a rep range that’s too high:
Will only recruit our growth fibers for a small part of the set – the very end
Will cause the set to terminate prematurely because the buildup of lactic acid becomes too
fatiguing and unbearable (this is “the burn”)
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Will ensure that you are not fully recovered between sets. The high fatigue element of very high
reps demands unnecessarily long inter-set rest periods if you want to be at your strongest in each
and every set.
Now let’s consider very low rep ranges (around 4 reps per set and lower). This is also not optimal for
those of us specifically training for size gains because:
Although you WILL recruit the required muscle fibers and limit fatiguing lactic acid, something will
NOT be optimized – “Rate Coding”.
Rate coding is simply the FREQUENCY of the signal that is sent to the motor units to contract.
Increased coding means a higher frequency of signals. A higher frequency allows the muscle to
generate more FORCE. Training at very low rep ranges or a low ‘Time Under Load’ doesn’t give this a
chance to happen.
So I hope all of the above clears up what the ‘THT Anabolic Window’ is and why you shouldn’t train in
either very low or very high rep ranges.
THT will always target that sweet spot in the middle and optimize your potential for growth!
The above information has led intelligent bodybuilders to conclude that they must use a repetition
range that maxes at about 12 reps per set.
If you are training in the 8-12 rep range as recommended in THT and by the National Strength and
Conditioning Association [11], you’ll notice that your sets last anywhere from 24 seconds to 36
seconds long. This is assuming a 1 second lift and a 2 second lowering per rep.
In other cycles of THT you will work within a 6-8 rep range. This will force positive failure anywhere
between 18 and 24 seconds (assuming the same cadence as above).
Each and every THT cycle and rep range will have you training OPTIMALLY within the ANABOLIC
WINDOW.
To conclude, keep your sets short and intense. You’ll soon witness the FASTEST muscle growth you’ve
ever had!
I state on the cover that you’ll experience VISIBLE muscle growth in just 4 weeks. Here’s just one of
many testimonials showing just 4 week's progress on THT. Also bear in mind that this guy is a
hardgainer!

You can read about this particular Muscle Hacker’s
journey and success here!
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The Ultimate Muscle-Building Cadence
Many studies, including this one [12], have shown that for improving strength and size at an optimal
rate, you should lift a weight quite quickly and lower it more slowly.
Pushing a weight at almost maximal speed produces a better stimulus for changes in strength and
size.
I've long recommended to my readers a lifting speed of around 1 second, and a lowering of around 2
seconds. This was shown to be very much the case in the above study where participants using this
cadence increased their strength 10 times as much as a control group, which used a self-selected
speed.
To be more exact, it took the experimental group 0.8 seconds to perform the upward, concentric
movement, and the downward, eccentric part took 2 seconds to perform.
Why is this cadence best?
You can use slightly heavier weights with this kind of cadence, but furthermore I theorized that it also
would lead to better muscle fiber recruitment.
The researchers said,

“This study shows that the speed execution of an exercise leads to a specific muscle
recruitment during the whole period”
That means that a faster lift and slower lowering sends a more POWERFUL signal from the nervous
system to recruit more muscle fibers. And the more fibers involved in a lift, the GREATER the potential
growth stimulation!

Momentum?
Are you thinking that this kind of result could be caused by simply producing extra momentum? Not
so.
This is someting that I’ve been saying for years: if it is even possible for you to create momentum by
pushing a weight at near maximal speed, then the weight itself is too light. That’s your problem, not
the speed of execution.
If you select a weight that forces failure by the 10th rep for example, you just can’t generate
momentum with a 1 second lifting speed. Get your weights right, then do this!
So on THT aim for a 1 second lift, 2 seconds lowering cadence.
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Optimum Rest & Recovery Between Sets
There is something that you SHOULD be doing between sets to MAXIMIZE your size and strength
gains! Something so simple it’s shocking! It ISN’T stretching (bad idea), posing, flexing, or any form of
cardio whatsoever. It is simply resting/chilling/doing nothing.
Furthermore, if you’re training for maximizing strength and size, those periods of “doing nothing”
should be lasting 2 or 3 minutes long.
Check out this study [13] - Title: Strength increases in upper and lower body are larger with longer
inter-set rest intervals in trained men. They said, “The purpose of the current study was to compare
different rest interval durations on upper and lower body strength.”
They took 36 trained men and put them on a 16-week resistance training program. The men were split
into groups resting for 1 minute, 3 minutes, and 5 minutes between sets.
They tested the maximal strength of all groups before the study, 8-weeks through, and after the full
16 weeks. They concluded...
“The findings of the current study indicate that utilising 3 or 5 min rest intervals between sets may
result in significantly greater increases in upper and lower body strength beyond the initial weeks of
training versus utilising 1-min rest intervals between sets.”
So if you’re not completely new to bodybuilding, you’re much better off resting longer between sets
since increases in strength correlate positively with muscle size.
I recommend 3 minutes rest between sets for larger compound movements, and 2 minutes for smaller
body parts like biceps or calves. However, if you’re completely wiped after a particular set, don’t be
afraid to take a little longer if you feel you really need it.
This amount of time allows the recovery of intra-cellular energy stores in the muscle. It is also
adequate for flushing out any lactate that has built up from previous sets. This enables us to keep up
our high level of intensity throughout the entire workout.
If you don’t allow enough rest between sets, you’ll restrict the amount of overload you can place on
the intended muscle in successive sets. Remember, this is bodybuilding, not an endurance contest.
Therefore strategies like “super-setting” 2 different body parts are just a terrible idea. You’ve nothing
to gain and everything to lose by super-setting. The goal of a bodybuilding workout is not to get it
over with in the shortest amount of time possible. Neither is it to try and win some sort of respect
from the “bros” in the gym by doing back to back sets and thinking it makes you a tough guy. The
goal is to MAXIMALLY overload the muscle. This being the case, supersets are counterproductive.
The message is this: Hit it hard. Then rest.
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Compound And Isolation Exercises Produce Superior Results
There are all manner of reasons why people train. And indeed some people’s goals can be achieved
with purely compound exercises. However, this is bodybuilding!
This is about getting the TOTAL package. From quads to deltoids; from calves to biceps, and even abs.
THT leaves nothing out!
Before I go any further, let me make it crystal clear that compound movements are an absolute
requirement! I’m simply arguing against using them exclusively at the expense of isolation
movements.
Now, search the web and you’ll no doubt be advised by most muscle heads that compound exercises
are where it’s at.
Some routines out there are ‘compound-only’ zones, excluding the so-called 'inferior' isolation
movements.
Quick definition: A compound exercise is one that involves movement around more than one joint e.g.
Barbell Squats. An isolation movement involves movement around just 1 joint e.g. barbell bicep curls.
You’ll even see guys advise you to steer clear of bicep curls because you can Overhead Press your way
to big biceps!
I’ve read a lot of these types of articles that bash isolation exercises. They all sound the same. It
usually goes something like this…
“If you want big muscles, bicep curls won’t do it. Neither will lateral raises and the like. If you’re going
to isolate muscle groups you might as well give up and go home. You need to work the body
together or it won’t happen.”
The scientific rationale? Uh, well, rarely is any ever provided.
Like me, if you’re expecting the science, or at least the logic to follow their bold argument in favor of
compound-only routines, you’ll be disappointed. It appears that just saying it makes it so. Of course,
forgoing science and parroting what’s currently popular is all too common in this game.
If a reason is ever put forward, it’s usually that compound exercises produce a more anabolic
environment in the body with higher levels of Growth Hormone, Testosterone, and IGF-1.
True? Yep. 1 set of squats will result in higher levels of anabolic hormones than a set of barbell curls.
But so what?!
Who, in their right mind, is recommending solely isolation exercises? Wouldn’t a workout consisting of
BOTH compound and isolation exercises not produce an ever more anabolic environment?
However, you’ll now see that this issue is a red herring. Because, even though THT is one of the BEST
workouts out there for raising levels of growth hormone, testosterone, and insulin-like growth factor
1, does it make any difference to hypertrophy anyway?
Consider this study: “Elevations in ostensibly anabolic hormones with resistance exercise enhance
neither training-induced muscle hypertrophy nor strength of the elbow flexors.” [14]
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The researchers basically wanted to determine whether or not training-induced elevations in
endogenous hormones enhanced muscle strength and hypertrophy.
After 15 weeks of training, the “high hormone” group did not experience increased strength, nor
additional muscle hypertrophy.
They concluded, “...that exposure of loaded muscle to acute exercise-induced elevations in
endogenous anabolic hormones enhances neither muscle hypertrophy nor strength with resistance
training in young men.”
So this assertion that is constantly put forward, that it’s simply a matter of maximizing hormonal
response with basic compound movements, is LOADED with erroneous assumptions and is quite
simply incorrect.
But I want to reiterate this: compound movements are essential! It’s non-negotiable; you HAVE to do
them. However, believing that doing squats has an overspill effect to the rest of your body and will
produce large biceps and calves just isn’t the case.
In short, compound exercises are needed, but muscle growth is also a LOCAL event! That is, if you
want large biceps, you had better work your biceps directly! I do for sure!
Another argument for compound-only workouts is that you can hit all the muscles of the body in less
time. Since compound movements work more than one body part, you can train the whole body
much faster than if you start to throw in additional isolation exercises.
But since when was saving time the goal of someone training for muscle growth? Yes you shouldn’t
train for much longer than an hour at any one time (if you’re a natural bodybuilder).
But in exercise science we must identify the stimulus that provides the adaptation we desire, then
impart that exact stress to the body. If it takes 50 minutes to produce this result rather than 20
minutes, so be it. At the end of the day, if you’re not willing to spend an hour in the gym, you haven’t
got the right mindset for success.
Now, while compound exercises certainly have their advantages, they also suffer from the following
limitations:
(1) The “WEAK LINK” Effect.
If one muscle within the group being worked is quite weak, it will be responsible for the termination of
the set before the other muscles obtain the requisite intensity to stimulate growth. With compound
movements, you’re only as strong as your weakest link.
Take the lat pulldown for example: the weaker biceps and forearms may fatigue before the more
powerful lats do, meaning you didn’t thoroughly stimulate the body part you intended to when you
selected this exercise!
(2) The “DILUTION” Effect.
Compound exercises work MULTIPLE MUSCLES to a LIMITED degree, whereas an isolation exercise can
work a SINGLE MUSCLE to its MAXIMUM degree. Think about it, a compound movement DILUTES the
resistance across many muscles. Yes you will use heavier loads, but don’t be fooled into thinking that
all of this weight is being loaded onto the intended muscle.
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For example, many people see pull-ups or lat pulldowns as the best lat exercise because heavier loads
can be used. However, this weight is being spread over the forearms, biceps, traps, and even pecs. In
contrast, the pullover machine directs 100% of the load to the lats, it works the muscle in harmony
with its function (100% muscle fiber recruitment), and places maximum resistance in its maximally
contracted position or Peak Contraction Point.
My point is this: for an all round workout, why not use both of the above exercises?
(3) The “NO PCP” Effect.
The PCP or PEAK CONTRACTION POINT is the point in any exercise where you know you can recruit
100% of the available muscle fibers. If the exercise you’re employing doesn’t take the intended muscle
into this position, you may not recruit all the fibers.
Example: the bench press doesn’t bring the arms all the way across the chest, which is the function of
the pectorals. The Pec Deck does do this, however.
Similarly, no-one would think they could train their biceps optimally without taking them into their
fully contracted position, would they? Turn your palms up to face the sky and then flex the elbow joint
i.e. bring your forearm up to meet your upper arm. This is the PCP for the biceps and if your exercises
don’t involve this position, you aren’t stimulating the biceps maximally. Cable Preacher Curls are an
example of a very effective bicep exercise.
Muscles are composed of striated muscle fibers.
Maximum growth can only come from recruiting as many of these fibers as possible and inducing the
micro-trauma that stimulates the compensatory adaptation of THICKER muscle fibers. Thicker
individual fibers means larger muscles.
From a factual standpoint, you can only do this by incorporating isolation movements, which can train
a muscle in accordance with its function. Put simply, an isolation exercise will provide a
more COMPLETE stimulation of the fibers of the muscle trained!
In summary, will your next few pounds of muscle growth come from hitting as many muscles as
possible in 1 movement? It sure helps, and these exercises are an absolute requirement for any
effective weight training program. But for the reasons stated above, isolation exercises are also key.
THT includes both for FULL muscular development!

This is Antonio’s Facebook Profile | This is his
Bodyspace Profile.
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Muscle Confusion
A question that pops up from time to time goes something like this , "Mark, I've been told that I need

to completely change my routine every few weeks and use different exercises in order to confuse the
muscle and keep growing. However, you advise us to train the same way for 10 weeks and use only
the exercises from the exercise bank to switch things up. I'm confused".
So let's have a look at this...
You select an exercise and make some great progressions in strength. After a few weeks you notice
that progress begins to slow, but doesn’t stop altogether.
You become convinced that this excise "no longer works" and you select a different movement for this
body part and drop the old one.
What happens? You notice that your progressions start going up faster again. Great!
Perhaps this "muscle confusion" thing is real and effective!
But do muscles get confused? No. Let me explain...
If you've ever had the pleasure of coaching an absolute newbie, you'll notice that when using free
weights, they're kinda all over the place! When moving the weight through the range of motion,
they're wobbling about like jelly i.e. they just aren't in control of the weight at all.
What's actually happening here? Basically they're "learning" the exercise, NEURALLY speaking.
As the weeks go on they start making the necessary neural adaptations and can generate a lot more
force in these exercises. From an outside perspective it seems that their strength is really EXPLODING!
While there is no doubt that they are getting stronger, the majority of these "gains" are due to the
nervous system learning the movement and increasing its ability to generate greater levels of force.
Now, that is obviously at the extreme end of the spectrum. However, the same thing is still happening
every time a more experienced lifter changes his/her routine - just to a lesser degree.
This is what has led many to conclude that changing to a new routine every few weeks (even as little
as 2 weeks) is the best way to proceed. I say it's counterproductive.
Switching your routine too often means that those initial weeks of training are going to be mostly
about making new neural adaptations, not genuine strength (and size) increases. This can be a huge
waste of your time and effort.
It's perfectly ok, and even to be expected, that after a few weeks of training the rate of strength
increase starts to slow down.
This shouldn't be alarming to the intelligent bodybuilder. Rather it should be accepted and welcomed
because you are secure in the knowledge that you are now making REAL increases in strength and
therefore size.
If you already know that training to the outer limits of your current strength is necessary to stimulate
increases in size and strength, this should make perfect sense.
For example, if you can generate 100 units of force in a particular exercise because you are
accustomed to the movement, it would be counterproductive to drop it for something else.
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If you did sub it for an exercise that you'd never done before, you may only be able to generate 80
units of force until such times as your nervous system learns to master the movement. If this took until
your 3rd week of training, you can see that your first 2 weeks could not possibly have been maximally
productive in terms of stimulating an increase in muscle size. (Above "units" are arbitrary and are used
only to illustrate the point being made).
If you totally changed your routine every 2 or 3 weeks, you can begin to see how ineffective your
training would actually become! It makes a LOT more sense to really master a movement (neurally
speaking) and KEEP PUSHING and progressively overloading the muscle.
So in THT we use the same program for 10 weeks at a time. We simply seek to make strength
progressions in every single workout! After 10 weeks we move to a new cycle of THT and take the
opportunity to go the Exercise Bank and select new exercises from the recommended list.
Why?
(1) Psychological reasons. New exercises keep you motivated. If you become bored of your workout,
you're not going to give it 100% anyway.
(2) Plateaus. While the THT trainee will experience these less than others, plateaus may still occur from
time to time. It's a good idea to make a change when they do.
However, do you HAVE to change exercises when starting a new cycle? Not at all. If you were still
making strength gains, there's no reason to stop performing an exercise. In fact, it may be
counterproductive to do so.
Again, substituting an exercise prematurely may slow hypertrophy since you'll have to go through
learning adaptations first before reaching the stage where strength gains are in fact STRENGTH
GAINS. Muscles don't get confused.
If your current routine is recruiting all the muscle fibers for a given body part, then using a new
routine can't improve upon this since there are no additional fibers to recruit (assuming all other
factors are equal).
Either you're recruiting all the available fibers and stimulating them to grow or you're not. It's that
simple. By sticking to a small number of exercises that involve all the fibers, you can be confident that
you will continually get bigger and stronger.
The common belief that if you continually use the same exercise your body will "get used to it" and
just stop progressing, has no basis in reality.
If you find this happening more often than it should, you need to ask yourself in all honesty, "Did I
REALLY just give 100% in that last set?" If you're like the majority of people in gym these days, you
didn't even come close to it.
You can convince yourself that the exercise or routine no longer works and that you need to change it.
And yes you'll experience those phony gains in the early weeks. But in terms of REAL strength gains
and REAL size gains, you'll just be spinning your wheels.
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I firmly believe that Total Six Pack Abs is the best fat loss and six-pack abs product on the
market. I know what you’re thinking: “Of course you do Mark, you wrote it“.
Ok ok, I get it. Without getting into detail about the book (you can see all that on the TSPA page
here) let me show just some examples of REAL success stories who have reported back to me
after they tried the system.
Let me stress once again that all MuscleHack and Total Six Pack Abs testimonials are 100%
genuine. People, of their own accord, send me their pics and a message of
thanks after they’ve used the TSPA system. I then email back and ask
them if they would be ok about me putting it up on the site for others to
see. That’s how it works.
Other bodybuilding ‘gurus‘ out there have their friends write testimonials for
their products. Additionally, and SHAMEFULLY, they also hire models who
already have six-packs and get some good pics. They then have them eat
like crazy for a few months and take some pics of the fatter version. Then
they swap the photos and claim that the lean, six-pack version is the ‘after‘,
and the heavier pic is the ‘before‘. I bet you didn’t know that, did you? What
a scam! It’s totally unethical and here at MuscleHack, I’ll have NONE of it!
In contrast to all that nonsense, here’s some REAL-LIFE testimonials...

“It was the precision with which your TSPA program outlined everything that enabled me to finally get
down to 9.8% bodyfat at 176 lbs and a 32 inch waist. I'm around 11% bodyfat in the after photo. I don't
have one when I was 9.8%. Either way I'm sure you will agree that my results are impressive. People who
haven't seen me for a while are totally blown away and even my close friends and family had trouble
believing that such a simple no nonsense approach works. Mark thank you very much, I'm grateful.”
Darshan Weerasinghe. Colombo, Sri Lanka Note: Darshan has been kind enough to leave his email
address in case anyone wants to contact him for verification of these claims. bigdarshan@gmail.com
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“I started my transformation at 19% body fat and weighing 91 kg/200lbs. I started Total Six Pack Abs
which got me down to 10% Body Fat. I also GAINED around 7kg/15.4lbs of muscle during this process and
I have a six-pack for the first time of my life. My whole life changed. My job went better then ever. My
relationship and sex-life also improved very much. The feedback from the people around me was
amazing. People in the market or supermarket smiled at me. It would be a pleasure for me to show other
people what they can reach too, even at 40+ years of age." Armin, a 46 year old guy from Germany

“Even in my youth I never had abs! The big motivator with TSPA was
that my strength and musculature was improving too. Finally I was
training with intelligence and using science instead of the misguided
diet and training advice I often took from muscle magazines and
websites.

When I started TSPA I was 210 pounds (surprise, I gained weight after
prior catabolic exposure to P-90X) and around 20-22% Body fat. It did
take me almost 5 months to achieve my results, however, I only did 6
total sessions of cardio (cardio sucks).
My ” after” pics are of me at 8.5% body fat“.

Steve Carlton. 45 Years Old. From Oroville, Washington, USA.
“Mark's approach to getting to that coveted single digit bodyfat

percentage is now totally comprehensible with the new total six
pack abs book. A combination of user friendly info for the rank
beginer, and advanced nutritional strategies for the veteran lifter,
total six pack abs is truly an asset to my training library."
John Disogra, BA, NASM, CPT, Model. NY, USA. Owner,
Synthesis Athletic Systems.com

TSPA worked great! I was 1.5% body fat
leaner at this competition than the last
one, plus I felt 100 times better. I didn’t
feel exhausted like before. I placed better
than ever! I believe if I had started the
TSPA a few weeks earlier, I’d have won it!
[Ed: Brandi Placed 2nd In This Comp & It
Was The First Time She'd Ever Beaten
Anyone] Another great part is that I didn’t
lose any muscle. All the girls backstage
were complaining about all the fish and
asparagus they’d eaten and I was
bragging about bacon on my bunless
cheeseburger, and the cream in my coffee!
Awesome! They were also dragging from
the twice-a-day cardio sessions, and I was
only doing 12 mins 3 times a week for 2
weeks. AMAZING!!!”

GET TOTAL SIX PACK ABS
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Jacked 'N' Ripped! (members only site)
How would YOU like to:
Obliterate blubber & set a NEW BODY FAT ”SET
POINT“ – and keep it FOR LIFE!
And at the same time…
Pack on muscle and strength like NEVERbefore!
Wouldn’t it be nice to STOP the endless cycles of bulking
and cutting once and for all?
Now you can accomplish BOTH at the same time and go DIRECTLY to your goal level of muscle
mass and body fat in one continuous phase!
The “Build & Burn” code has been CRACKED and is ready for release to the public!
But Jacked ‘N’ Ripped is not just a way of eating that will torch fat and fuel muscle growth.
Inside the Members Only site you will also discover what I think is the Perfect Training Cycle
- Advanced THT Training!
This is by FAR the most effective THT cycle yet! You will constantly set new Personal Bests in all
the major lifts. The author has been setting new bests virtually every week for 7-8 straight
months using this exact workout protocol!
It includes the perfect rep ranges for each body part, the perfect training split, and also 7 new
additional advanced techniques to IGNITE new muscle growth.
And…There’s More! JnR also contains the following BONUS SECTIONS:
How to eat ANYTHING and stay lean! (I’m not kidding)
How to use JnR to stay lean forever
And…
FREE copies of both Total Six Pack Abs and The Arms Blast Experiment
Revealed worth $76.99!

Get AlL The Details About The Member's Site and Discover How To
Sign Up Here!
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In November 2009 I recruited some volunteers via MuscleHack to test a new bodybuilding
protocol I had developed. The goal of which was to try and increase the size of the subject‘s
arms by half an inch in 1 week! (Get Your Copy Here)
As you will see, some people reached this target, some did even better!
Greg Magisana, Kingaroy, Queensland, Australia. GAINED 2CMs or 0.8 INCHES!
“Hello Mark. I have finished the Blast Arms Routine and
I am happy to say that it has worked. My
measurements were as follows…
Before they were 34cm relaxed and 36cm flexed. It
didn’t change at all until the 4th day afterwards when
they seem to have grown overnight. Now the final
measurement is 35cm relaxed and a huge difference
flexed come to 38cm

. I can see the difference in the

size and my muscle seems to be more solid/harder when
flexed. Thanks again.

”

Craig. Sydney, Australia. GAINED 1.5CMs which is OVER 1/2 an INCH!
“Hey Mark. Left arm began at 29cm and finished up at 30.3cm. Right arm began at 30cm and
grew to 31.5cm – also taken on Monday. [ed. this was 6 days after the workout]
I found the cadence a really good way to train to failure – I was so concentrated on counting
those intervals that it meant I trained to true failure because I didn’t know what rep I was on.
The static failure was REAL tough to give 100% but I definitely found it gave me a deep burn in
the bicep for at least 10 minutes after I had completed the set (something not usually
experienced for me). Thank you so much for the opportunity”.

Mark in Cheltenham, UK. GAINED 1/2 INCH!
“Hi Mark
1 day before workout L = 12.5″, R = 13″
Workout Tues 24/11/2009
Sat measurement L = 13″, R = 13.5″ (peak) [ed. 5 days after the workout]
Last measurement L = 13", R = 13.5"
So I have gained 1/2 inch on both.”

CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR COPY OF THE ‘ARMS BLAST EXPERIMENT’ NOW!
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